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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Hospitals excel at treating life-threatening emergencies. Having a stroke or getting seriously

injured in an accident are two examples of when going to the hospital can save your life. There are

many cases, however, when it’s in your best interest to avoid hospitals, which are often sources of

infectious disease and medical errors.

If you have COVID-19, then, you may be wondering when and if you need to go to the hospital. First,

it’s important to keep things in perspective. If you have a fever and a cough, don’t panic. This is a

normal part of many viruses, including COVID-19.

In most cases, you will recover fully at home with no hospital visit needed. Even the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention states, “If you have a fever, cough or other symptoms, you might

have COVID-19. Most people have mild illness and are able to recover at home.”

Most People Don’t Need a Hospital for COVID-19

In an interview with the Tampa Bay Times, Dr. Jason Wilson, associate medical director of the

emergency department at Tampa General Hospital, said that a signiTcant number of patients who

come to the hospital don’t need to be there.  Not only does this put an unnecessary strain on the

facility but it exposes the patient to undue risks.

The Trst group of people who shouldn’t visit a hospital are those looking for a COVID-19 test.

Getting tested at a hospital may cost you more and have a longer wait than using a testing site.

Even if you’ve been diagnosed with COVID-19 and are having symptoms like fever, cough, aches

and sore throat, it doesn’t mean you need to go to a hospital. Wilson said:

“If you are not feeling short of breath, or experiencing a worsening shortness of breath, a

lot of the time it’s OK to stay home … if you do get COVID and you’re unvaccinated and you

don’t have other issues, you may be able to just stay home and isolate for 10 days, per the

CDC guidelines … We expect people to have a fever and a cough. That’s not surprising with

a virus.”

Signs You May Need a Hospital

The signs you may need to visit a hospital for COVID-19 are similar to those that should prompt an

emergency visit for virtually any disease or condition. They include:

Trouble breathing

Persistent pain or pressure in your chest

New confusion

Inability to wake or stay awake

Pale, gray or blue-colored skin, lips or nail beds, depending on skin tone

Wilson added that those who need to visit a hospital for COVID-19 are people who need oxygen, an

IV or are sick enough to be admitted to the intensive care unit. Outside of these circumstances, he

said, “there’s no other special medicine you’re going to get at the hospital that you can’t get outside

of it.”

While some hospitals are offering monoclonal antibody treatment, this is typically available at

outpatient clinics. If you’re unsure whether or not you need to go to the ER, shortness of breath is a

good indicator, and oxygen is the No. 1 treatment that hospitals offer to patients with COVID-19.

If you notice that it’s becoming noticeably harder to breathe while going about your normal routine,

you should go to the hospital. This includes, Wilson said, “If you’re short of breath, become cold,

clammy and sweaty at the same time, or feel like you might pass out.”

One tool I recommend you keep at home is a pulse oximeter so you can measure and monitor your

oxygen saturation levels. If your blood-oxygen level falls below 90 for more than Tve minutes,

Wilson recommends going to the hospital.

Dehydration is another reason to go to the ER; if you’re unable to keep Yuids down due to diarrhea

and vomiting, you could become seriously dehydrated and need to visit the ER for intravenous

Yuids.

Medical Errors Are the Third Leading Cause of Death in US

In 2016, an analysis published in The BMJ revealed that death from medical care itself is extremely

common, but medical error is not included on death certiTcates or o\cial rankings of cause of

death.  This is because the CDC’s annual list of top causes of death in the U.S. is based on death

certiTcates, which must have an International ClassiTcation of Disease (ICD) code listed as a cause

of death.

“As a result,” the BMJ analysis noted, “causes of death not associated with an ICD code, such as

human and system factors, are not captured.”  When the researchers analyzed the scientiTc

literature on medical errors to Tnd out where it falls in relation to the top causes of death listed by

the CDC, it came in at the No. 3 spot.

The study’s authors — Johns Hopkins patient safety experts — calculated that medical errors result

in more than 250,000 deaths annually in the U.S. Dr. Martin Makary, professor of surgery at the

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, said:

“Top-ranked causes of death as reported by the CDC inform our country’s research funding

and public health priorities. Right now, cancer and heart disease get a ton of attention, but

since medical errors don’t appear on the list, the problem doesn’t get the funding and

attention it deserves.”

Most of the errors, Makary said, stem from “systemic problems, including poorly coordinated care,

fragmented insurance networks, the absence or underuse of safety nets and other protocols, in

addition to unwarranted variation in physician practice patterns that lack accountability.”

Health care-associated infections (HAIs) are another signiTcant issue and include infections that

result from medical devices and procedures. Examples of HAIs, which affect about 1 in 31 U.S.

hospital patients daily,  are:

Central line-associated bloodstream infections

Catheter-associated urinary tract infections

Ventilator-associated pneumonia

Surgical site infections

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1 in 25 patients in the U.S. ends

up contracting some form of infection while in the hospital.  Research published in 2013 also

estimated that preventable hospital errors kill 210,000 Americans each year.  However, when

deaths related to diagnostic errors, errors of omission and failure to follow guidelines were

included, the number skyrocketed to 440,000 preventable hospital deaths each year.

“This is roughly one-sixth of all deaths that occur in the United States each year,” researchers wrote

in the Journal of Patient Safety. “The problem of PAEs [preventable adverse events] must emerge

from behind the ‘Wall of Silence’ and be addressed for the sake of prolonging the lives of

Americans.”  Adding another element of risk is the fact that no patient advocates are allowed for

most patients with COVID-19.

20% of COVID Patients Caught It at a Hospital

And what is another reason to stay out of hospitals except in cases of emergency? COVID-19 is

transmitted from health care workers to patients, as well as from infected patients to other hospital

patients.

Figures released from NHS England suggest that up to 20% of hospital patients with COVID-19 were

infected at the hospital, and Prime Minister Boris Johnson went so far as to call deaths from

hospital-acquired COVID-19 an epidemic.  The data came from an NHS brieTng and were reported

by the Guardian in May 2020:

“Senior Mgures at several NHS trusts have conMrmed to the Guardian that a senior oQcial

at NHS England said in the brieMng, held by telephone conference in late April, that the rate

of hospital-acquired Covid-19 infections was running at 10% to 20% and that asymptomatic

staff had caused some of the cases.

Senior doctors and hospital managers say that doctors, nurses and other staff have

inadvertently passed on the virus to patients because they did not have adequate personal

protective equipment (PPE) or could not get tested for the virus.”

Nosocomial (originating in a hospital) transmission of SARS-CoV-2 was also reported in a 24-bed

geriatric unit located in Edouard Herriot University Hospital, the largest emergency hospital in the

Lyon, France, area.

A rapid review and meta-analysis of 40 studies found an even higher rate of nosocomial infections,

noting, “As patients potentially infected by SARS-CoV-2 need to visit hospitals, the incidence of

nosocomial infection can be expected to be high.”

It’s been estimated that 1.7 million health care-associated infections occur in U.S. hospitals each

year, making such infections “a signiTcant cause of morbidity and mortality in the United States.”

During outbreaks of MERS and SARS, hospitals have been called out as super spreaders of disease,

including in Ontario in 2003, where 77% of SARS cases were contracted in a hospital.

At-Home Support for COVID-19

I’ve often stated that if you want to stay healthy, staying out of hospitals, except in cases of

emergency, is highly recommended. This holds true for COVID-19, but I do suggest having supplies

from the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working Group (FLCCC) I-MASK+ protocol on hand.

FLCCC’s I-MASK+ protocol can be downloaded in full,  giving you step-by-step instructions on how

to prevent and treat the early symptoms of COVID-19. FLCCC also has protocols for at-home

prevention and early treatment, called I-MASS, which involves ivermectin, vitamin D3, a

multivitamin and a digital thermometer to watch your body temperature in the prevention phase and

ivermectin, melatonin, aspirin and antiseptic mouthwash for early at-home treatment.

Household or close contacts of COVID-19 patients may take ivermectin (18 milligrams, then repeat

the dose in 48 hours) for post-exposure prevention.  Others have had success using niacin and

melatonin, known as the Niatonin Protocol.

N-acetylcysteine (NAC), a form of the amino acid cysteine and a common dietary supplement, also

shows promise for COVID-19. According to one literature analysis,  glutathione deTciency may be

associated with COVID-19 severity, leading the author to conclude that NAC may be useful both for

its prevention and treatment.

NAC may also combat the abnormal blood clotting seen in many cases, and helps loosen thick

mucus in the lungs. I also recommend getting a nebulizer, and the moment you feel a snipe or

something coming on, use nebulized hydrogen peroxide.

This is a proactive preventive therapy that can be used both prophylactically after known exposure

to COVID-19 and as a treatment for mild, moderate and even severe illness. You can also use it

twice a week to help kill unnecessary pathogens that are in your upper respiratory system that tend

to die and secrete toxins that can cause dysbiosis or imbalance of your gut microbiome.

As mentioned, having a pulse oximeter on hand is also wise, as it’s a noninvasive way to measure

the oxygen levels in your blood, allowing you to monitor your levels and help gauge whether a trip to

the ER is truly in order.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,362 ratings

ORDER NOW
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depadoo
Joined On 4/24/2009 8:11:17 AM
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I was just discharged from the hospital. First I have maintained good health through good decisions throughout the 18 months. Mine

came from family member who did not disclose their 30 days of symptoms prior to our visit. So it became their decision not mine.

 Husband got it immediately. Low fever diarrhea severe fatigue. I was negative for 10 days. Then my Trst week I was ok. One night passed

out. We monitored O2 levels. They dipped to below 76. Off to ER where I passed out.  High fever, low oxygen, hallucinations, viral and

bacterial pneumonia. It was tough because I needed steroids and have steroid psychosis. Took a week before an infectious disease

doctor walked in and listened. Once I said ok to the shots things greatly improved. Someone commented now I'll get jabbed. I said no my

health was not my decision.
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Guillermou
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Dear depadoo, your immune system has fought a great battle and in the end has won, your previous health care for 18 months and

the help of your private doctor have been decisive, Probably if you had been vaccinated now you could not write this comment.

Congratulations you now have natural immunity 13 times as effective for the delta variant as vaccines.  As reported by Dr. Mercola,

research from Israel shows that the best immunity is natural immunity, and those who rely on it rather than the "immunity" of the

artiTcial vaccine are at least 1,300% better protected against the coronavirus from Wuhan.

According to investigative journalist Alex Berenson, these incredible Tndings “end any debate about vaccines [versus] natural

immunity,” proving once and for all that God-given immunity is always preferable to the false “immunity” of the big boys.

pharmaceutical from a syringe www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/ends-debate-israeli-study-shows-natural-imm..
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NaplesDan
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Glad you are still with us.

What shots did the infectious disease doctor give you?
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LuckyinSA
Joined On 1/27/2021 1:27:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you are hospitalized with cov, you are isolated from your family and friends.  You can not interject on any medical procedure that the

doctors undertake, and if you do die, you die alone.  Very sad but true.  Do everything possible to stay out of hospitals.
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Guillermou
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Yes, LuckyinSA, it is the dictatorship of medical protocols that only serve the interests of multinational pharmaceutical companies.

Protocols that are designed in the congresses where doctors are led to the medical dictatorship, We are in this false pandemic that

experimental vaccines are being injected that can never have a true informed consent and in return we have banished health

protocols recommended by Dr. Mercola that the patient is not receiving in most hospitals. In return, the only measure is vaccines

and more vaccines without a debate that leads to true personal autonomy respect for one's own bioethics. You have the right to

receive complete information on the risks of adverse events.

The "health" agencies, alliances for vaccines, masks, etc ,. that they take away our power to breathe and live with dignity, that they

take away from us the domain of human biology and its personal entity. Humanity cannot allow the biopolitical power that is based

on manipulation, new biological techniques, transgenic vaccines, control, erc., In short, the loss of biological entity and freedoms,

to become the new normal. materialize in a totalitarian state marked by Davos with the Great Reset.
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nothingsound
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What shouldn’t amaze me but still does...is the fact people are testing positive told to go home with a wait-and-see thought if they need

the hospital.  There is not protocols given for at-home care!  None!  It is a the shame of the medical and the state governments.
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nothingsound  Yes, it is shameful. The doctors and nurses for the most part are just as ignorant as the average person when it

comes to proper care of someone with a cold, Yu COVID, pneumonia, etc. They are not healers, by any stretch of the imagination,

they are drug dealers.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best not to go to a hospital: medicalkidnap.com/2021/09/01/hospitals-now-1-cause-of-death-medical-ki..  Some hospital protocols allow

for proper treatment, but they are few and far between. The mortality rate on a ventilator is 96%. The "antiviral drug" Redemsvir they

administer causes kidney failure. And the list goes on... Moving to an area without 5G might also help more than going to a euthanasia

center called hospital. Here, in the village, we prefer to die of natural causes.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks, Astonished, a link with very real testimonials. A very signiTcant paragraph: “You have always risked your life in recent

years when going to a hospital, but now that we are under the Satanic COVID spell that is deceiving the world, the risks are

exponentially higher, as hospitals are now the # 1 cause of death, and should be renamed "killing centers" or "euthanasia centers,"

as they do not make much money for curing people, but thanks to the $ TRILLIONS set aside for "COVID treatments," which include

vaccines, these places make a ton of money for treating COVID patients, including putting them on ventilators which have a very

low survival rate.”

Yes, hospitals prohibit effective and cheap treatments against the coronavirus, in this way the most aggressive and useless

treatments increase the death count. The widely respected infectious disease specialist Dr. Stephen M. Smith reportedly reported

on the potential beneTts of hydroxychloroquine, is no longer able to prescribe the drug in New York City area hospitals. "I've never

heard of a hospital that did something like this," Dr. Smith told WND after learning of the decision, which was made by Dr. Lincoln

Miller of Saint Barnabas Medical Center in Livingston, New Jersey. Dr. Miller's new policy cites the recommendations of the

hospital's Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee. "It goes against my entire understanding of medical research ethics," quotes the

physician, who graduated from Yale University School of Medicine and served as a research scientist at the National Institute of

Allergy and Infectious Diseases. with Anthony Fauci. like saying.

www.wnd.com/2020/05/hospital-restricts-prominent-doctor-treating-covid..  .
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Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where are the areas w/o 5G? the US gov is allowing Elon Musk to keep launching his evil starlink satellites...
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ustarget
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:16:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It should be clear by now that you ONLY go to a hospital when you're injured. The doctors that you will Tnd in hospitals are there for one

reason - they have no choice. If you come from a family that did not die young - they were probably not breathing in toxic substances -

LIKE FOREST FIRES like we have been for the past 20-30 years. Air pollution is causing disease speciTcally Biomass Burning. Disease

increased with pollution. There is no virus. Covid is a psyop. www.brighteon.com/.../1human
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You left out Vit C.& zinc. You really think a multivitamin is enough?  lol
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Catryna
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" . . . . medical errors to Tnd out where it falls in relation to the top causes of death listed by the CDC, it came in at the No. 3 spot. The

study’s authors — Johns Hopkins patient safety experts — calculated that medical errors result in more than 250,000 deaths annually in

the U.S."  If you add pharmaceutical and doctor error, the death rate rises to 500K and becomes the #1 killer in the USA. I call that an

epidemic.
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antoniakilpatrick
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:48:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello all. Any idea where to get a nebulizer, and nebulized hydrogen peroxide? Many thanks.
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazon has many nebulizers to choose from. I ordered from there.  You can also get the food grade peroxide there, but I chose to

get a bottle at my local health food store.
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They are available on Ebay & Amazon.
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rebvio1
Joined On 1/13/2010 9:07:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.justnebulizers.com
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do Not use anything but Food Grade hydrogen peroxide....please. Amazon has everything you need.  Make sure you dilute to 1

percent in PLAIN Saline which you can make at home.  Just do a little research.  I also use this before and after being in a large

crowd ....
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here’s the recipe for making your own saline/H2O2 solution, from Thomas Levy’s “Rapid Virus Recovery” ebook that Mercola often

references. First, make your saline solution—2 cups of boiled water plus on tsp of salt (I use Redmond’s but Himalayan is good

too.) Let cool, then add 35% food-grade H2O2 in the following proportions: 1 oz 35% H2O2 + 11 oz saline water=3% solution ~ 1 oz

35% H2O2 22 oz saline=1.5% solution ~ 10 oz 35% H2O2 118 oz saline=3% solution *(2 Tbsp ≈ 1 oz)* I use 3%, but it may burn a

little, in which case, dilute it down to 1.5% by adding more saline. I hope this helps!
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How to Determine if You Need to Go to the Hospital for COVID
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Most people with COVID-19 have mild illness and are able to recover at home*

A signiTcant number of patients with COVID-19 who come to the hospital don’t need

to be there

*

Going to a hospital unnecessarily increases your risk of medical errors, health care-

associated infections and potentially infectious diseases like COVID-19

*

Trouble breathing, shortness of breath, pain or pressure in your chest and new

confusion are signs that you should go to a hospital

*

Niacin, melatonin, NAC, a nebulizer, hydrogen peroxide and a pulse oximeter are examples of supplies to keep on hand for at-home COVID-

19 support

*
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jaredsmom2hotmail.com
Joined On 5/15/2021 5:07:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If at all possible do not go to the hospital. The protocol is fairly standard.  Oxygen and an offer of Remdesivir.  Nothing else until they

stick the patient on a ventilator to die. If a person needs oxygen, they should be admitted and before they do anything else get their POA

to get a hospice release from the hospital.  They will send the person home on oxygen.  Then they can self treat at home. Everyone

should have a supply of Ivermectin at home ready to go!
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I came across these articles this morning....I learn new things about the truth everyday. Can't donate blood if injected.

www.naturalnews.com/2021-09-05-red-cross-warning-covid-vaccinated-inel..   CDC is a For-ProTt Corporation.

www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The doctors I have worked for the past 30 years are on staff as specialists at St. Barnabas.  They received an email from the hospital

stating they could not use HCQ, as its e\cacy is unproven.  We have never received an email from any hospital like this in thirty years.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do they feel about Ivermectin? LOL! No way the lying media can keep the lid on this to treat any covid variant.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM
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Xmen44, I suspected someone may ask that lol.  Surprisingly, no emails about ivermectin.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is easily the most informative piece of information I've read about the scam in the last 18 months.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-weapon/  mRNA injections are nearly 40 years old; it would be hard

to call them "experimental"! The Vaxxinators know EXACTLY what to expect. Do you? Only certain, carefully-distributed batches contain

the bioweapon: VAERS reports of deaths/injuries are usually linked to speciTc batches. Later on, other areas will be covered by the

bioweapon-containing batches.

ALL "vaccines" contain graphene oxide, which in itself makes people easy to track and the masses can be forced into certain moods

through 5G and military-grade radars. Of course, the muzzle and the fraudulent tests also contain graphene oxide. And don’t forget about

chemtrails. Those, who accepted a "test," provided a genetic sample, or even had a blood test, have given away their DNA and as such,

can be prepared for being targeted in person through 5G or 6G; the Russians had the technology already in 1971. The perpetrators can

make you hear voices, obey commands, unless you want to feel excruciating pain, make you sick, or just drop you dead.

Being prepared is the only "positive" thing one can do. And relying on miracle cures for a military-grade bioweapon attack doesn't fare

well. However, bioweapons, in my estimate, usually taper off after about three months, which is another reason why they need to be

re-administered in "booster shots." "Booster shots are also necessary, because only a fraction of the injections contain the genocidal

poisons.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with much of what you have stated.

Some of the vaxxes will kill the target instantly when 5G programs switched on.

Some will turn people into zombies or robots or bio controlled and I believe, they will use these people as weapons against those

not vaxxed.

Genocide must occur Trst for a successful Eugenics program to be implemented.

These programs(IMO) are activated after this Tnal push for 70% world wide, perhaps mid October when Yu season starts in the

northern hemisphere.

I do believe they can be deactivated but not by organic methods.

If these are indeed programs being loaded into people, then they can be destroyed or rendered ineffective.

I believe it must come from electrical over ride of the bodies own electrical system and shut the body down, only to be

rebooted(like a computer) and the programs destroyed or rendered inoperable due to spike in electricity through the blood and the

organs.

If the nano particles contain the metals which seems obvious from what I have seen and others, then electricity is the means to

destroy them.

An EMP or single chock to the person(s) can do this.

Hand held stun devices may work one to one.

Also, must be done before the program is activated. After, I am afraid there may be no return.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Xmen44: Yes, we agree on most premises.

Also, the mRNA programs might be possible to delete as long as we know when to do that and organic (or, for that matter,

"medical") methods will deTnitely not work. Electrocuting the body, normally, does more harm than good. It doesn't even work,

unless you use the correct timing. The poisons are in the blood for about a week; once that time frame is missed, the spike

proteins attach themselves to body cells and the victim's demise depends on the organ/body part that the spike proteins disable.

At that point, there is no turning back: once the spike proteins are "properly" seated, you would have to tear out your hear/lungs

etc. to get rid of them. And the "vaccinated" infect everybody with them...

I believe that the monsters have the antidote in the form of a similar injection that is supposed to neutralize the poisons. However,

they have become too sure about their invincibility. While the mRNA has been around for nearly 40 years and thoroughly "tested,"

the antidote will probably kill the monsters, too.

As for the next move in the genocide, I expect more than the Yu season. After all, the "Yu" has never been proven to exist; the

monsters have always invented illnesses to cover up their activities. I am expecting food and water shortages, a 3-5-year-long

blackout, and a real Plague.

Moreover, "only" the OS, the graphene oxide is magnetic. That might be possible to demagnetize with an old-fashioned, traditional

demagnetizer, which might or might not work, but must certainly be applied during the Trst week of exposure. Considering that

graphene oxide is in the muzzle, in the test, in chemtrails, and in all the Kill Shots, constant demagnetization would be required. So

what happens, once the demagnetizers stop working for lack of electricity? Of course, the answer is obvious: draw your

conclusions.

Beware of the frequencies of the demagnetizer: they might cause a LOT more damage than good!!!
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misticsmom
Joined On 11/20/2013 6:42:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know of any sources for true information about monoclonal antibody treatment? I hear about it but don't know much about

it or where to Tnd information that is factual. Thank you.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Peter McCullough MD says the US gov has Millions of MC antibody infusions in storage in one of the episodes (see link below).

Gov DeSantis of FL has set up MC infusion centers. Contact your state legis and gov to make them available in your state...

Dr. McCull is a frequent speaker in this series by J Otto, running now...

vsecretscc.com/episode-7-live
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Truthseeker19
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How do you go about getting Ivermectin prescribed? Ask your family doctor?
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can have a televisit with America's Frontline doctors who will prescribe it.  This is basically my plan if I get sick.  Go to

aYds.org
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Americas Frontline Doctors will prescribe in an telemed call and call into your preferred pharmacy.

But many states threatening pharmacists who Tll the scripts.

The paste is the same thing given to horses and it is purer and works very quickly.

I took it this way in mid May, 18 days into being infected by something(I believe spike protein from vaxxed person), and this after

trying HCQ 8 days in and it not helping any in relief.

Took 1x daily, in the morning with high fat content meal, for 5 days and it knocked it out.

KVsupply.com to order the paste. Do toolbar search for Ivermectin.
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